STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS
Club:
Southland Racing Club
Date:
Wednesday, 17 November 2021
Weather:
Overcast
Track:
Slow 7
Rail:
Out 3 metres
Stewards:
J Oatham (Chair), R Haley, V Munro, B Jones (remote)
Vet:
Dr A Wezenbeek
Typist:
B Gutsell
SUMMARY
Suspensions:

Race 1
Race 8
Race 9

Fines:
Warnings:

Nil
Race 6
Race 7

Protests:
Request for Ruling:
Horse Actions:

Nil
Nil
Race 1

Race 2

J Laking (THE MOLE)
Careless riding 600 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 18/11-1/12 incl, 6 days
G Jogoo (CHOUX IN)
Careless riding 75 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 18/11-1/12 incl, 6 days
B May (RITA HAYWORTH)
Careless riding 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 27/11-4/12 incl, 6 days
D Bothamley (OLAF)
Whip use in consecutive strides [Rule 638(3)(g)(ii)]
B May (SLINKY LINKY)
Whip use in consecutive strides [Rule 638(3)(g)(ii)]

CHOICE DU JEU
Bled. 3 month stand down from racing or trialling, 2 month stand down
from exercise with veterinary certificate required
SORRIDA

Trial to Stewards satisfaction
ORAKA PLAYBOY
Barrier manners warning
CUTTING EDGE
Veterinary clearance required
CHRISTOPHE VERMEER
PHYLLITE
T Moseley replaced K Williams (travel obligations)
SORRIDA – 1.37pm Refusing to proceed to start.

Follow Up:
Rider Changes:

Race 4
Race 9

Late Scratchings:
Medical Certificates:
Swabbing:

Race 2
Nil
THE MOLE, PONIARD, CHEYENNE DREAMS, TRABRUK, TORA ROSE, BLUE EYED SUSIE,
ADIKTIV PASSION, EARL OF ORKNEY, PHYLLITE

GENERAL
Due to the St Johns personnel being required for an on course medical event following Race 2 the remainder of the
program was put back one race with Race 9 rescheduled to 6.16pm.

RACE COMMENTS
Race 1
ASCOT PARK HOTEL HANDICAP (2200 metres)
BORN TO BE BAD (S Toolooa) - Began awkwardly losing ground.
ARE YOU CEREAL (M Gestain) - Raced keenly in the middle stages.
WESTERN DREAM (B May) - Came under pressure near the 800 metres and commenced to give ground before being
checked passing the 600 metres. When questioned regarding the performance rider advised the gelding appeared to
have choked down and he had recommended to connections that a tongue tie be applied for the next star t. A post–
race veterinary examination did not reveal any obvious abnormality.
TAPDOG (L Callaway) - Raced in restricted room for a distance near the 400 metres.
CHOICE DU JEU (K Williams) - Commenced to hang outwards from the 400 metres and was not persevered in the
straight. Returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils with a subsequent veterinary examination
confirming the mare to have bled. CHOICE DU JEU shall not be ridden in exercise for a period of two months or start
in any Race or Trial for a period of three months, and then only after a satisfactory gallop of at least 1000 metres in
the presence of a Veterinarian.
J Laking (THE MOLE) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that permitted THE MOLE to shift inwards near the 600
metres when not sufficiently clear of WESTERN DREAM which was checked. After hearing submissions, the
Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of his licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing today
Wednesday 17 November until the conclusion of racing on Wednesday 1 December, 6 national riding days.
Race 2
BAILLIE AND LEWIS PHARMACY HANDICAP (1600 metres)
SORRIDA (K Kwo) – Declared a late scratching at 1.37pm after refusing to proceed to the start. Trainer J Dalton was
advised the mare must trial to the satisfaction of the Stewards prior to racing again with Mrs Dalton indicating that
the mare would now be retired as a racing proposition from her stable.
THE FLAGON (K Mudhoo) - Slow to begin.
LINCOLN DREAMER (C Johnson) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground.
GERRY JOYCE (S Toolooa) - Had to be steadied near the 1300 metres.
LAPHROAIG (D Bothamley) - Raced wide rounding the first turn before being allowed to improve forward to lead near
the 1000 metres.
PONIARD (K Chowdhoory) – Went off stride when placed in restricted room near the 1400 metres. When questioned
regarding the form reversal trainer S Prince advised that the gelding has had no luck in recent races and he had been
confident of an improved performance today if receiving a better run.
ORAKA PLAYBOY (L Callaway) - Very slow to begin losing several lengths. Trainer R Bevin was advised that a warning
would be placed against the gelding. Mrs Bevin advised that she would be looking to make gear changes for the
geldings next start.
MIRADELLO (G Jogoo) - Held up rounding the final turn having to shift outwards across heels to obtain clear running
passing the 200 metres.
GRAND EXPRESS (T Comignaghi) - Held up for clear running passing the 200 metres until near the 100 metres.

CUTTING EDGE (K Williams) - When questioned regarding the performance rider advised that the gelding had never
travelled well and had been making abnormal breathing noises. Following a post-race veterinary examination, it was
recommended to connections that the gelding be endoscoped post exercise with a veterinary clearance required
prior to racing again.
Race 3
McCALLUMS GROUP MAIDEN (1600 metres)
There was a delay to the start of this event due to St Johns personnel being required for a medical event on course
with the remainder of the program put back one race.
ELEGANT CHARM (L Callaway) - Trainer A Hoffman reported the mare would be racing in season. Raced three wide
without cover throughout.
LEVON (T Moseley) - Slow to begin.
BETH DUTTON (S Toolooa) - Slow to begin. Gave ground from the 600 metres. Rider reported that the mare had raced
greenly and would benefit from the experience.
VILLANELLE (G Jogoo) - Raced four wide without cover in the early stages.
PINX (K Mudhoo) - Had to be steadied off heels passing the 1100 metres.
TACTFULL (D Bothamley) - Over raced through the middle stages, having to be firmly restrained when improving onto
heels near the 1000 metres. Held up rounding the final turn and did not obtain clear running until passing the 200
metres.
Race 4
MARQUEE & PARTY HIRE MAIDEN (1400 metres)
BOB MARLIE (K Mudhoo) - Slow to begin.
TRABRUK (D Bothamley) - Restrained to obtain cover after jumping from the outside barrier.
HOUSE OF CARDS (T Moseley) - Over raced through the early and middle stages, having to be restrained off heels.
MERITORIUS (C Johnson) - Raced three wide without cover through the early stages before improving forward to sit
outside the leader near the 800 metres. When questioned regarding the performance rider advised that the mare had
to work a little early but other than that he could offer no excuse. A post-race veterinary examination revealed a slow
recovery rate with trainer A Higgins advising that after travelling to the meeting yesterday the mare had not settled
well over night.
BUSH MILLS BILLY (A Bohorun) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
CHRISTOPHE VERMEER (J Laking) - When questioned regarding the performance rider was unable to offer any excuse.
A post-race veterinary examination did not reveal any obvious abnormality. Trainer S Clark advised she will have
blood tests conducted in the coming days which Stewards will follow up.
Race 5
McKNIGHT AND BROWN MAIDEN (1400 metres)
THE PIEMAN (J Laking) - Lay out shortly after the start crowding DRUMISLE onto NAVAHO JO and CARLOS with
CARLOS having to be steadied losing ground.
NAVAHO JO (L Callaway) - Crowded shortly after the start.

DRUMISLE (G Jogoo) - Crowded shortly after the start.
CARLOS (K Chowdhoory) - Crowded shortly after the start having to be steadied. Held up rounding the final turn and
again passing the 50 metres then when shifting outwards to avoid the heels of VORALTO made contact with MISS
PENVOSE just short of the finish.
MARMADUKE (D Bothamley) - Raced fiercely in the early stages getting its head up on a number of occasions. Held
up from the 800 metres until passing the 200 metres.
EBONY MAGIC (S Toolooa) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
PAR TEE (R Mudhoo) - Lay inwards throughout the run home having to be straightened on a number of occasions.
Contacted by VORALTO which shifted outwards passing the 100 metres.
VORALTO (B May) - Shifted outwards and made contact with PAR TEE passing the 100 metres.
ZIRKA (K Mudhoo) - Lay inwards throughout the run home.
Race 6
ILT FOUNDATION HANDICAP (1400 metres)
PLAY THE FIELD (T Comignaghi) - Began awkwardly briefly hampering JIM’S GIFT.
JIM’S GIFT (K Mudhoo) - Briefly hampered shortly after the start losing ground. Held up near the 150 metres having to
angle outwards across heels to obtain clear running.
OLAF (D Bothamley) - Restrained to obtain cover after jumping from the outside barrier.
NESTA (L Callaway) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
D Bothamley (OLAF) - Issued with a warning after using his whip in two consecutive strides on OLAF passing the 100
metres.
Race 7
INVERCARGILL LICENSING TRUST MAIDEN (1200 metres)
PURE ZAMBEZI (K Williams) - Very slow to begin.
LOCKDOWN LEGACY (B Murray) - Slow to begin. Held up rounding the final turn and throughout the home straight.
LUCYBELLE (M Gestain) - Began awkwardly. Raced wide throughout.
SOLA FIDE (J Laking) - Got its head up when being restrained near the 1000 metres. Lay out having to be steadied
away from heels near the 175 metres. Again steadied passing the 100 metres when contacted by LOCKDOWN LEGACY
having to avoid the heels of ANAFTERNOONDELIGHT.
TAPPY’S LAD (C Johnson) - Raced wide without cover throughout.
TUMEKE (S Toolooa) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
MOROCCO MISS (T Comignaghi) - Raced wide throughout.
AVINO (K Rathoar) - Steadied when improving onto heels passing the 600 metres. Held up rounding the final turn and
did not obtain clear running until near the 100 metres.

ON THE BACKFOOT (L Callaway) - Held up rounding the final turn until near the 250 metres.
SLINKY LINKY (B May) - The Starter was reprimanded after the pre-race ear covers were not removed from the mare.
B May (SLINKY LINKY) - Issued with a warning for his whip use in two consecutive strides on SLINKY LINKY approaching
the 100 metres.
Race 8
SPEIGHT’S HANDICAP (1200 metres)
LA TARDIGRADA (K Kwo) - Bounded at the start losing ground.
THE LOST BOYS (J Laking) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
CHOUX IN (G Jogoo) - Reacted poorly after making contact with FIERY RED near the 450 metres becoming
unbalanced.
FIERY RED (T Moseley) - Hampered when contacted near the 450 metres. Checked passing the 75 metres.
PETE (L Callaway) - Checked passing the 75 metres. Lost the off-hind racing plate during the running.
G Jogoo (CHOUX IN) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that he permitted CHOUX IN to shift outwards when not
sufficiently clear of PETE and FIERY RED which were checked passing the 75 metres. After considering submissions the
Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of his licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing today
Wednesday 17 November until the conclusion of racing on Wednesday 1 December, 6 national riding days.
Race 9
CHRISTMAS AT THE RACES SAT 11 DEC HANDICAP (1200 metres)
SHE'S GOT THE LOOK (G Jogoo) - Slow to begin.
SHAM ON TOAST (R Mudhoo) - Checked approaching the 1000 metres.
HEIDI HI (K Mudhoo) - Checked approaching the 1000 metres. Held up rounding the final turn and did not obtain clear
running until early in the home straight.
LOUIS LUCK (D Bothamey) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
PALMETTO (J Lowry) - Raced wide throughout.
SACRED KITTY (S Toolooa) - Steadied off heels near the 400 metres then being held up on the final turn and early in
the straight.
MISS HARLEY QUINN (T Comignaghi) - Held up rounding the final turn and throughout the home straight.
PHYLLITE (T Moseley) - Lay inwards in the run home having to be straightened.
B May (RITA HAYWORTH) - Admitted a charge of careless riding that he permitted RITA HAYWORTH to shift inwards
when not sufficiently clear of SHAM ON TOAST and HEIDI HI which were checked near the 1000 metres. After
considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of his licence to ride in races from the
conclusion of racing on Friday 26 November until the conclusion of racing on Saturday 4 December, 6 national riding
days.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment

